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QUESTION NO: 1 

When troubleshooting a system fault, if the web interface or SAT are unavailable, which method 
should be used? 

A. SAL 
B. TTY2 
C. CLI 
D. MODEM 

Answer: C 
Explanation: 

QUESTION NO: 2 

Which two series support RAID 5 configuration for CM6.0? (Choose two) 

A. S8730 Server with 8 GB RAM 
B. S8800 Server with 12 GB RAM 
C. S8510 Server with 8 GB RAM 
D. S8300D Server with 8 GB RAM 

Answer: B,C 
Explanation: 

QUESTION NO: 3 

Hunt group number 99, with group extension 4199, is administered for messaging. 

Which command needs to be executed at the SAT terminal to troubleshoot hunt group 99? 

A. Shoe tracelog huntgroup 4199 
B. View logs real time huntgroup 99 
C. Display real time logs hunt group 99 
D. List trace hunt-group 4199 

Answer: D 
Explanation: 
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QUESTION NO: 4 

A customer needs to set up SIP integration on Communication Manager Messaging Application 
6.0 

What are three pieces of information that are needed to meet this requirement? (Choose three) 

A. Signaling group number 
B. SIP domain 
C. Transport Method 
D. Extension length 
E. Hunt Group number 

Answer: B,C,D 
Explanation: 

QUESTION NO: 5 

Which three are tests that can be performed to Verify a communication manager Messaging 6.0 
application is working properly? (Choose three) 

A. Verify the hunt group status 
B. Check the messaging port status using the display port command 
C. Call the messaging Hunt Group 
D. Check the messaging port status using the status port command 
E. Perform message waiting indication test 

Answer: A,C,E 
Explanation: 

QUESTION NO: 6 

On a media gateway G450, which slots are permitted for the MM 342? 

A. V1 and V2 
B. V6 and V6 
C. V3 and V8 
D. V5 and V7 
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Answer: C 
Explanation: 

QUESTION NO: 7 

A customer is planning to upgrade from CM 5X to CM 6.0 an existing 8510 server. 

What is the total minimum memory requirement for this upgrade? 

A. 4 GB RAM 
B. 8 GB RAM 
C. 12 GB RAM 
D. 16 GB RAM 

Answer: B 
Explanation: 

QUESTION NO: 8 

Which screen is used while upgrading the system platform from release 6.0.0.09 to release 
6.0.0.11? 

A. Communication manager Web interface 
B. Console domain Server Management Path management 
C. Console domain Server Management Platform Upgrade 
D. Console domain Virtual Machine Management 

Answer: C 
Explanation: 

QUESTION NO: 9 

Which three statements about CM_Duplex CM 6.0 are true? 

A. Software duplication is available, but hardware duplication is not available. 
B. The S8510 server is not used for duplication 
C. Server duplication is configured via “Failover” option on CDROMs web interface 
D. S8730 with DAL 2 card does not support server duplication in CM 6.0. 
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E. The CM duplex template supports CMM 

Answer: A,B,D 
Explanation: 

QUESTION NO: 10 

Which gateway command resets the Gateway back to factory default? 

A. Reset B. 
Restart C. 
Softboot 
D. Nvram init 

Answer: D 
Explanation: 

QUESTION NO: 11 

A technician wants to test and see if the voice channel between two IP phones 

Which command in site administration terminal (SAT) can be used to determine? 

A. Status station <extension>  
B. Status shuffling <extension>  
C. List station <extension> 
D. Test station <extension> 

Answer: A 
Explanation: 

QUESTION NO: 12 

Which Ethernet port on S8800 server is for server duplication? 

A. ETH0 
B. ETH1 
C. ETH2 
D. ETH3 
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Answer: D 
Explanation: 

Eth3 is use for the duplication (correct answer D) 

It seems like both answers could be correct as per following links, however the latest release says 
ETH3. 
http://support.avaya.com/css/P8/documents/100067099 (November 2009 Release) 
http://support.avaya.com/css/P8/documents/100089493 (June 2010 Release) 

QUESTION NO: 13 

Which three commands are port of Avaya Aura CM_survRemote_Embed templates? 

(Choose three) 

A. Utility services 
B. CM 6.0 
C. Session manager 
D. CMM 6.0 
E. AES 6.0 

Answer: A,B,C 
Explanation: 

QUESTION NO: 14 

A technician is planning to support to upgrade an Avaya communication Manager system to 
release 6.0 from Release 5.2 

Which two tasks must be performed during the upgrade procedure? (Choose two) 

A. The S8700-series servers must be displayed by S8800 servers. 
B. All G350 gateways must replaced by S8800 servers. 
C. The survivable remote servers must be upgraded by Release 6.0 
D. The survivable Remote servers can stay at Release 5.2 

Answer: A,C 
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Explanation: 

QUESTION NO: 15 

In the navigation pane, what are the steps to create a test mailbox on the Communication 
manager messaging 6.0 Application? 

A. Select messaging administration, then Subscribe Management, and then click Add or edit. 
B. Select messaging administration, the click new. 
C. Select messaging administration, Select messaging administration, and then click add. 
D. Select Forms control, and then at the command line run then add subscribe command. 

Answer: A 
Explanation: 

QUESTION NO: 16 

When configuring a G450 Media gateway, which two port settings must be set? (Choose two) 

A. FTP Server 
B. 100 MB port speed 
C. Auto-negotiation enabled 
D. Full Duplex 

Answer: B,D 
Explanation: 

QUESTION NO: 17 

A switch administrator wants to busyout trunk 530for maintenance and administration work 
however, there is one call active on port 5 of the trunk 

Which command should be extended from SAT terminal to find out IP addresses and port of the 
near-end and far-end node of the auto connection? 

A. Status trunk 53/5 
B. List trace port 53/5 
C. Display trunk 53/5 
D. Display trunk statistics 53/5 
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E. Status port 53/5 

Answer: A 
Explanation: 

QUESTION NO: 18 

Which three objects can be downloaded from the product license delivery system (PLDS)? 

(Choose three) 

A. Authentication file 
B. Patches 
C. Firmware updates 
D. PuTTY 
E. Communication manager templates 

Answer: B,C,E 
Explanation: 
Authentication file will be downloaded fro RFA site. Unique authentication files are created 
by the Authentication File System 
(AFS), an online application at http://rfa.avaya.com. 

QUESTION NO: 19 

Which two statements describe the new procedures that a customer can use to directly and 
permanently turn ON or OFF licensed features in CM 6.0? (Choose two) 

A. Customers can turn features ON or OFF using the change system parameters customer- 
options command on the system access terminal (SAT). 
B. Customers can turn features ON or OFF using the system management interface features 
administration page. 
C. Customers can PDLS directly to turn futures ON or OFF and then download and install a new 
license file with the updated features. 
D. Customers can turn features ON or OFF using the WebLM server and the system platform 
management Console 

Answer: C,D 
Explanation: 
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QUESTION NO: 20 

Which statement describes the action to assure the CM_SurvRemoteEmbeded template was 
installed correctly? 

A. From a browser, using the communication manager IP address, successfully log into the 
communication manager system management. 
B. From a browser logged into communication Manager, Select administration > server 
(Maintenance)> server>Process Status. Click on view. 
C. From a browser logged into the system Management console verify cm, bsm, and utility_server 
and application status is running 
D. When monitoring the template installation workflow status, verify the message. “Wizard 
completed successfully” displays. 

Answer: C 
Explanation: 

QUESTION NO: 21 

Which three statements about when communication manager release 6.0 is deployed as a feature 
server are true? (Choose three) 

A. It supports G450/G430 gateways. 
B. It supports Analog trunks. 
C. It supports SIP telephones. 
D. It supports SIP trunks. 
E. It supports Digital trunks. 

Answer: A,C,D 
Explanation: 

QUESTION NO: 22 

When using the Avaya Site administrator CEDI interface, which command would be used to check 
the configuration of telephone set with the extension of 1000? 

A. Print station 1000 
B. Display station 1000 
C. Show station 1000 
D. View station 1000 
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Answer: B 
Explanation: 

QUESTION NO: 23 

Which three statements are true for a configuration that consists of Duplicated S8800 main 
servers with a duplicated port network and is a survivable core? (Choose three) 

A. Software duplication exists between the two main S8800 servers. 
B. The two main servers have duplication IPSls 
C. Hardware Duplication exists between the two main S8800 servers. 
D. The main servers share a single control network 
E. All Clam media and Medpro cards must be in a one subnet 

Answer: A,B,E 
Explanation: 

QUESTION NO: 24 

A technician has installed pair or duplication S8800 servers with IPSI duplication. 

Which two procedures indicate that the duplicate IPSIs are both operated? (Choose two) 

A. The enable operation of IPSI Duplication field on the display system-parameter duplication form 
is set to y. 
B. IPSI circuit packs have been installed slots 1 and 2 carrier A and one of the IPSI LEDs is 
flashing. 
C. Execution of the test IPserver-interface command for both IPSI circuit packs shows PASS in the 
result column. 
D. A paring test executed from the servers to the IPSIs and from the IPSIs to the servers returns 
success for the active IPSI and failure for the standby IPSI. 

Answer: A,C 
Explanation: 

QUESTION NO: 25 
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What are the recommended CLAN and MEDPRO port settings? 

A. 10Mbps half duplex  
B. 1000Mbps full duplex  
C. 100Mbps full duplex  
D. 100Mbps half duplex 

Answer: C 
Explanation: 

QUESTION NO: 26 

Which two statements are true regarding a media gateway full back (recovery) to main (primary) 
servers? (Choose two) 

A. All active (stable) Ip calls on the media gateway drop when the media gateway falls back from 
the survivable remote server to the main server. 
B. The list survivable-processor command can be used to confirm that the remote Survivable 
server is registered to the main server and that the remote survivable server is no longer active. 
C. When the main server recovers it issues registration requests to all the media gateways in the 
network. 
D. Executing the status media-gateways command from the main server will show which media 
gateways are registered with the main server. 

Answer: B,D 
Explanation: 

QUESTION NO: 27 

To confirm that a survivable server is currently registered to the main CM servers, using the SAT. 
Which command should be entered 

A. Status ess clusters 
B. Display survivable-processors 
C. Status ess port-networks 
D. Status survivable-processors 

Answer: D 
Explanation: 
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